This article looks at the development and utility of celebrity among high-profile political interviewers. Offering the revised description Òpublic inquisitorÓ, the article presents an overview of the rise of the political interviewer as a celebrity form of the Òtribune of the peopleÓ (Clayman 2002) . It focuses on the UK-based journalists and broadcasters Jeremy Paxman and John Humphrys, and looks at the expansion of their professional activities and their attendant construction as media personalities. It argues that the forms of celebrity presented by Paxman and Humphrys draw upon discourses of integrity and authenticity associated with practices of advocacy, and suggests that their extension beyond the formal political realm into media genres traditionally excluded from the established political domain might work to consolidate the public inquisitor as a discursive figure. Therefore, while acknowledging that this depends on the effective management of individual media profiles, the article proposes a critical reappraisal of the place of the celebrity personae in political communication in order to account for the possibility of constructive modes of media performance.
Introduction
When UK broadcast journalist and BBC Newsnight presenter Jeremy Paxman interviewed Charles Kennedy on the event of KennedyÕs election as leader of political party the Liberal Democrats, there unfolded a telling exchange. It began as Paxman set out to goad Kennedy on the number of appearances the politician had made in the popular entertainment media. Having excused him at least the indulgence of the longrunning BBC satirical quiz show Have I Got News For You, Paxman turned with less charity to KennedyÕs appearance on the game-show Through The Keyhole, going so far as to interrupt KennedyÕs faltering response to exclaim that he had appeared Òtwice!Ó This was a light-hearted spat; some gentle chiding at a reputation Kennedy had gathered as something of a Òchat show CharlieÓ. Yet for all that, Paxman is also playing on a popular suspicion highlighted by Street (2004: 436) of those that presume to straddle formal politics and entertainment media. However, the concern of this article is whether Kennedy might have highlighted something significant in his response, by pointing out that Paxman had a number of media sidelines of his own.
Focussing on Paxman and fellow BBC interviewer John Humphrys, the intention of this article is to look at how discussions of ÒcelebrityÓ might contribute to our understanding of how the media perform their democratic function. Concerns around this have been ably expressed in Blumler and GurevitchÕs (1995) series of essays on how the contemporary political realm may be experiencing a Òcrisis of public communicationÓ. A central allegation of Blumler and Gurevitch (1995: 203) is that the media offer an ÒimpoverishingÓ means of address that Òtends to strain against, rather than with the grain of citizenshipÓ, with the result that the dominant forms of public communication are detrimental to the maintenance of a democratic polity. Barnett and Gaber (2001: 2) argue that much of this predicament stems from the way in which political journalism is conducted, such that it fuels Òthe diminution of an informed, coherent and critical approach to reporting politicsÓ. The aim of this article is to contribute to an on-going and critical watch on the relationship between media and the political establishment through a consideration of the legitimacy of the celebrity political interviewer.
Summary of issues
In the field of media and politics, the last few decades have seen a number of critics accuse those in the political realm of internalising a media-inspired desire to be palatable and entertaining (Postman 1987; Franklin 2004) , while others have explored the contrary notion that the reconfiguration of political discourse to meet the needs of the media might be broadly beneficial in widening participation and encouraging clarity (Norris 2000; Jones 2005; Temple 2008 ). A number of recent studies have chosen to examine the terms of this debate through the issues of celebrity and personalization. While their conclusions have differed, Corner (2003) , Savigny (2004) , Street (2004) , Drake and Higgins (2006) and Smith (2008) have all explored the idea that the correspondence between politics and personalization, in legitimizing forms of breach between the public and private, might offer the possibility of a more predictive insight into the motives and credibility of politicians.
In offering my own response to the argument over the rendering of political actors as media personalities, I want to shift the focus away from those charged with the implementation of political policy, to look instead at those elite interviewers, or Òcelebrity journalistsÓ (Marshall 2005: 27) , given the task of questioning politicians on the publicÕs behalf. Discussion will be confined to the context of the United Kingdom and the BBC 1 , and will also focus on the above-mentioned Jeremy Paxman of BBC 2Õs news and current events programme Newsnight (from 1989) as well as John Humphrys of BBC Radio 4Õs Today programme (from 1987). Both of these are flagship programmes, noted for scrutinising politicians and setting journalistic and political agendas. Within this context, I will be concerned with how the two interviewers have become constructed as celebrities (see Cockerell 2003; Franklin 1997: 13) . I will assess the extent to which the celebrity of Paxman and Humphrys is consistent with the performative and professional practices attending their discursive position as presenters, and will conclude by situating my findings within the broader debate on the place of celebrity in political communication.
Celebrity and the public inquisitor
Since the latter half of the twentieth century, discussion of celebrity has been a key concern in the politics of culture. 4-9). Foremost amongst this recent work is that of P. David Marshall (1997) , who highlights both the spread of celebrity across media forms and its importance for understanding the operation of political and economic power. Amongst much else, Marshall (1997: 204) points out that the construction and maintenance of a celebrity image is central to the marketing of contemporary politicians, such that their role accords them an Òaffective functionÓ in which they claim characteristic linguistic and visual codes to consolidate their place within a system of governance. This would be more of a surprise to the realm of politics than it would be to the entertainment industry, and Tolson (2001) shows how conventional forms of show business celebrity are obliged to present a marketable ÒpersonalityÓ for the purposes of their development as media professionals.
Clayman (2002) Gnisci and Bonaiuto (2003) . In the course of their work, these journalists inquire on behalf of the public, and are empowered by their civil responsibility to engage their quarry in an interrogative mode 2 .
However, I intend to take account of the broader activities of these journalists. While seeing the interview arrangement as a central component of any process, I am interested in how a number of interviewers cultivate a form of media personality best described as the Òpublic inquisitorÓ (Higgins 2008: 36) . This is meant to convey the spirit, if not the lexical choice, of the title of Robin DayÕs (1989) (Curran and Seaton 1997: 144) . Among many politicians, the public inquisitor is thought to represent a particularly malign form of personality journalism. Exgovernment minister Kenneth Clark is quoted as saying that in the decades following Robin Day Òthe whole thing has been taken to a quite different level by the hostile, bantering, sneering, cynical performing celebrity interviewersÓ (Cockerell 2003) .
From academic circles as well, Franklin (1997: 13) suggests that the use of such wellknown media performers as Jeremy Paxman to serve the political public contributes to the dominance of what he calls ÒnewszakÓ over news; a process of disintegration that Louw (2005: 173) argues is exacerbated by the dominance of ÒcelebrityÓ across politics and news more generally.
In common with the various assessments of their utility and influence, the processes processes through which they rise to prominence, public inquisitors are therefore few in number at any given time.
The interview form and the discursive position of the interviewer
Having set out the basis of this professional position, this section of the article will first describe the forms of interview associated with these public inquisitors, before going on to discuss the extent to which these depend upon a series of important discursive positions. In his account of the set piece political interview, Schudson (1995: 74-6 ) points out that the conventional interpersonal function of Òthe questionÓ either as a tool of social intercourse or as a call for hitherto unknown intelligence is suspended. Instead, the interviewer is free to engage on the basis of Òknown informationÓ, in a manner more readily identifiable with such relationships as that between a teacher and a pupil. Moreover, it is often concealed from the respondent whether the question is on the basis of known information or not, thereby introducing an element of ÒtensionÓ or ÒdeceitÓ to the exchange (Schudson 1995: 74-5; Corner 2003: 78) . Secondly, Schudson argues that the exchange includes a silent Òthird partyÓ Ð the overhearing audience or ÒpublicÓ Ð for whose benefit the exchange takes place and on whose behalf the interviewer acts (Schudson 1995: 75) .
As Ekstrom (2001: 566) points out, however, the news interview is also a Òmeeting of institutionsÓ, where conflicting organisations and interest groups are represented by the interviewer and respondent (see also Heritage and Roth 1995) . The interviewer acts on behalf of the media, together with its material concerns and desire for disclosure, while the respondent represents the concerns of the government or those seeking political power. The terms of this division of representation is informed by what Schudson (1995: 75) described as Òthe relative power of the reporter and the sourceÓ, which at the same time demands appropriate codes of behaviour in which the participants consolidate one anotherÕs professional standing and retain the basis for further encounters in the future. As a consequence, any government respondent is restrained from stating a personal opinion that contradicts the policy of the administration of which he or she is a member 3 , while the interviewer is equally obliged to avoid expressing their own view (Tolson 2006: 45) . In the case of the interviewer, their status as interrogator in the encounter therefore derives from their speaking on behalf of the media institution at one level (Lerman 1983 : 100), while representing a constructed ÒpublicÓ at another level (Clayman 2002) .
Against the background of these institutional demands, this mode of representation requires a type of performance that differs from other conversations. In a series of studies looking at the conduct of political interviews as social exchanges, Clayman (1992; explores how interviewers manage the delivery of hostile or accusatory questions by shifting their ÒfootingÓ 4 , so that they are merely seen to express the concerns such absent others as political opponents or the above mentioned overhearing public. This capacity, to switch from the recitation of one argument to another, demands the construction of a particular form of interviewer-performance;
one that also facilitates such shifts as that from the hostile accuser to the bearer of hearty farewells and thanks. To illustrate the importance of performance towards understanding this type of broadcast journalism, we can also look to CampbellÕs (1991) study of the CBS news programme 60 Minutes in which he outlines a selection of the roles the journalist are called upon to occupy at different points of the programme, including the performance of detective in some segments and analyst in other segments.
All in all, therefore, it is not enough to look at the sometimes confrontational character of the inquisitorial interview without looking as well at how the performances involved are enabled by the discursive positioning of the participants.
Here, the later work of Foucault is useful in conceptualizing how these roles present forms of subjectivity that emerge out of and represent relations of power. According to Foucault (1990: 6) , forms of institution are complemented by forms of self: Òthe manifold relations, the open strategies, and the rational techniques that articulate the exercise of powersÓ alongside the Òforms and modalities of the relation to the self by which the individual constitutes and recognizes himself qua subjectÓ. While, as Foucault (2006: 206) points out, an art of the self is a necessary component of political activity, it is the limits and expectations of selfhood that come to prominence here. The discussion is forthright and outwardly impolite because those involved answer to constructions of the self that represent particular regimes of interest and power. From a charitable perspective, negative charges that these encounters produce little other than restatements of officially approved scripts (Harris 1991) , techniques of equivocation (Bull 2000) or well-rehearsed avoidance strategies (Ekstrom 2001) may be seen as a natural consequence of the demands placed upon the participants to submit to particular discursive regimes of truth. However, while those involved are not entitled to speak outside the parameters to which they are surrendered, it remains that these discursive regimes generate a controlled form of power, in that they enable confrontational modes of conduct on the basis of a professionalized subject position.
The public inquisitor and the practice of celebrity
While only briefly, the article has therefore offered a description of what these interviews entail, towards highlighting how the encounters depend upon the discursive position of the participants. This section and those that follow will show that these mediated personas are articulated from various constructions of public persona, and according to the terms of other media appearances (see Tolson 2001) .
This section of the article will now explore wider discursive elements that may influence the role of the journalist by looking to the crucial element of the public inquisitor crossing over into the traditional genres of media entertainment; that is to say, how these journalists engage in the activities of ÒcelebrityÓ.
The practice of prominent political interviewers carrying on broad-based careers in the UK media is nothing new. In a chapter published in 1977, Kumar uses a copy of the Radio Times to chart the movements of Robin Day over the course of seven days:
In a given week we can see [É] Robin Day presenting the BBCÕs principle current affairs programme, Panorama, on the Monday evening, on television; on Tuesday evening, on Radio 4 he is in his regular position as chairman of the phone-in programme, ItÕs Your Line (if it happens to be election time he will be chairing an election special phone-in every morning of the week); on Thursday evening on Radio 3 he is chairing a discussion between two speakers on political censorship of the media; on Friday he is chairman Ð for the occasion Ð of the regular Radio 4 current affairs programme, Analysis; on Sunday evening he is back on television chairing the first of a three-part debate on contemporary morality in The Sunday Debate. And in other weeks there will be additional or alternative ad hoc appearances (Kumar 1977: 243) An examination of the current UK television and radio schedules will not reveal such a quantity of appearances as that demonstrated in this week in the life of Robin Day.
Almost certainly, this is partly the result of a decrease in the sheer number of programmes and discussion shows on formal party politics now available on terrestrial television (see Franklin 1997: 252-3) . However, it is apparent from the current schedules that we now see a number of prominent political journalists beginning to cross television genres. While Jeremy PaxmanÕs regular appearances on BBC 2Õs Newsnight may not be supplemented by regularly scheduled opportunities for him to further discuss issues of the day and hold the powerful to public account, other than at election time, he has been a regular host of discussion programmes on The suggestion here is that these performances are significant in constructing Paxman and Humphrys as media personalities that generate a particular form of celebrity.
What is significant is that the cross media appearance of Paxman and Humphrys might be consistent with the consolidation of the discursive power they are required to wield in their inquisitorial roles. That is, the type of celebrity we have been examining has become associated with particular forms of dialogic engagement and intellectual authenticity, and these properties appear to be transferred across different media terrains, so that the construction of the public inquisitor as a form of celebrity operates in a way that is consistent with their performance in their various professional roles.
The public inquisitor and celebrity: objections and opportunities
We will now look more broadly to the issues around the public inquisitor and the celebrity, both in professional practice and within the analysis and criticism of political broadcasting. Arguably, the notion of the soundly-established political interviewer is to the disadvantage of any politician seeking to dissemble, conceal or tell outright lies. Although the concern here is with the construction and conduct of the interviewers rather than the politicians, I have already alluded to a propensity amongst politicians to hone various skills of question avoidance and equivocation (Harris 1991; Bull 2000; Ekstrom 2001) or to refuse to participate in these forms of interview altogether (McNair 2000: 96) . This has given rise to an emphasis among many adversarial interviewers on Òpressing for the truthÓ over the more supportive strategy of Òletting the interviewee get their point acrossÓ (Hutchby 2006: 136) . We find further support for the discomfort of politicians with this arrangement in Atkinson (1984: 174) , who alludes to occasions on which interviewees challenge the seriousness of the encounter rather than the matter at hand, such as when former Prime Minister Harold Wilson sought to Òneutralise, albeit temporarily, the forceful interviewing style of Robin Day [by] calling him ÔRobinÕ in front of his viewersÓ.
Overall, particular modes of celebrity performance may be beneficial for demanding truth from power, and disadvantageous to those of the political establishment wishing to avoid sustained questioning.
On the other hand, a repeated criticism of this form of interviewing is that it fosters too much of an emphasis on a confrontational mode of engagement, and provides more a competition of wit and obstinacy than a search for political meaning and consistency (Barnett and Gaber 2001: 144) . Indeed, Robin Day himself expresses regret at the confrontational turn that political interviews have taken (Cockerell 2003 (Habermas 1992: 426), but warns too that this form of representation involves a surrender of control over the selection of topic and transfers enunciative power to those sanctioned by major media organisations (Habermas 1992: 437) . Thus, uneven access to the apparatus of celebrity may mean that particular individuals and attendant modes of political discussion are given undue prominence within the political public sphere. As well as this, there is the related institutional concern that relatively exclusive access to the main broadcast channels gives the media and political establishments the means to actively collude in the generation of this form of celebrity (Franklin 1997 often generated by what is taken to be their ÒpersonalityÓ (Stanyer and Wring 2004) .
As Street (2001) points out, political communication has come to operate on the assumption that personal qualities feed public conduct, and comprehending the person at play is an important part of understanding the person at work. For our purposes, this point is not made as a judgement on whether it is in order to consider the private alongside the public, but is merely a conceptual observation that the discourses of the political figure Ð whether in the media or in public office Ð are influenced by the construction of a ÒrealÓ person behind the public personae.
However, it is important that these essential critical endeavors should not be encumbered by needless forms of cultural distinction. Overall, the concerns this article has outlined over the public inquisitor suggest that celebrity is more complex than a number of the dominant arguments over decline of political culture allow.
Indeed, having established the importance that should be attached to the construction of these interviewers as a particular form of media persona, it is worth questioning the necessity of surrendering the terms of media personality to a negatively charged vocabulary of celebrity (cf. Postman 1987; Franklin 2004; Louw 2005) . Aside from the historical contingency of this condemnatory approach to the term 7 , Street (2004) and Drake and Higgins (2006) argue that the analysis of political communication ought to disentangle suspicion of a loosely defined notion of celebrity as a provider of distraction and entertainment from the balanced criticism of those forms of personality to necessarily emerge in the context of a media democracy. Otherwise, a combination of the pejorative language of celebrity and its unrelenting use in discussing the mediated persona in politics means that any mobilisation of the personality into the mediation of politics becomes subject to forms of social critique based on a questionable assumption of malaise and decline.
Conclusion
This article has tried to argue that the Òtribune of the peopleÓ (Clayman 2002) has, in the UK case at least, extended beyond the role of the interviewer towards a form of celebrity that can be usefully described as the Òpublic inquisitorÓ. While accepting a critical watch should be kept on the maintenance of these forms of media personality, (Paxman 1990) or The Great Food Gamble (Humphrys 2002 ) presents them as defenders of scholarly and political integrity, which appears broadly consistent with their role as public inquisitors.
There is also, however, the style of interviewing that the public inquisitor represents, and which may be seen either as a gratuitous spectacle or as a stimulus for political discussion. Whereas Richards (2007: 73) contends that these interviews are designed to foster conflict over discussion, Lewis et al (2005: 4) 7. What is meant here is that ÒcelebrityÓ has not always suffered negative connotations. For example, Richard Hooker (1975: 377) uses the term positively, writing in his 1600 volume on Ecclesiastical Polity that Òthe dignity and celebrity of major cities should be celebratedÓ. It was by the middle of the nineteenth century that celebrity has undergone a significant change to the extent that it could be legitimately offered as synonymous with trivia and artifice, laying the ground for Matthew Arnold (1863: 246) to dismiss those philosophers after Spinoza with the put-down Òthey had celebrity, Spinoza had fameÓ.
